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Committee recommends keeping Super-U
BY KEN HOLMES

A legislative committee studying the
University of Maine recommended Tuesday that the Super University 'system not
be abolished.
The Performance Audit Committee said
at a meeting in Augusta that in retaining
the present university system, an attempt
should be made to stop further bureaucratic growth. while putting more emphasis
into the education process. This recommendation was in line with concepts
recommended recently by an ad-hoc
committee of UM Trustees.
Recommendations adopted Tuesday by

the Performance Audit Committee came as
a result of a recently-completed study of
the university by the committee. A final
report of these recommendations, according to Georgette Berube. House of
Representatives chairman of the committee. will soon be available.
At the meeting, the committee recommended that the university system seek
increased appropriations from the state
legislature. and said two-thirds of the
university's funding should come from the
state, with one-third coming from tuition
charges and other revenues such as grants
and scholarships.

Both budgetary recommendations were
in line with Chancellor Patrick McCarthy's
budgetary aims. McCarthy has said the
university will seek enough funds to keep
up with increased costs of current
university operations, along with additional funding to strengthen programs for
faculty development, academic programs,
library services and health science programs. These new programs. McCarthy
estimated in a recent interview, will cost
the university 1.1 million for 1977-1978.
Sen. Theodore Curtis (R -Orono), a
member of the Performance Audit Committee, said he. "wasn't very aappy with
the brevity of discussion by the committee" hefore decisions and recomrrendations were made at Tuesday's meeting.
Curtis will draft a one-man minority
report in opposition • • several of (he
committee's final ree—nmendations. He
also said yesterday he still plans to
introduce legislation to disband the
university system.
Curtis said he opposed the committee's
recommendation the university system be
retained. Although the committee wants to

see bureaucratic growth stopped while
retaining the present university system.
Curtis said he advocated reducing bureaucracy by abolishing the Super Unive.sity
system and the Chancellor's office.
In other action concerning the University
of Maine Tuesday. the Performance Audit
Committee said university employes
should receive salaries and pay increases
equal to those of state employes. Berube
said the committee would like to see cost of
living pay increases routinely granted to
university classified employes. The university. according to the committee, has
not kept up in the last several years with
regular pay vicreases to university classified employes.
The Performance Audit Committee, in
approving its UMaine report also rejected a
recommendation Ja hich has received mucli
attenion lately--that a joint standing
committee of the legislature be formed to
deal with University of Maine problems.
Berube said she would like to see a
subcommittee of the legislature's Committee on Education be formed to handle these
duties.

Promoters offer big bands
to relieve committee's debts
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MAINE MASQUE'S "School for
Scandal" will play in Hauck until Dec. 1R

'Scandal' funny after 200 years
People don't have to be taught to ttossip. her, is one of the play's most sterling and
might as Yell be taught to eat and amusing characters. "You had no
taste
drink," according to Richard Sheridan's when you married me." he
stormed to his
play, "School for Scandal" While this may wife, who had turned into a peacock
of
e true, some people are much more fashion. His wife laughed. while poor
Peter
ccomplished in gossiping than others, and was left chewing on his toes.
many of the characters in "Scandal" are
Wally Sinclair does an excellent job with
irtuosos.
the role of Sir Peter, who is vivacious.
This play was written as a comedy in the engaging, and blustery all in the
same act.
1700's, and is still sharp and entertaining
Cynthia Payson is also extremely
oday. After all, gossip and scandal do not convincing as his Lady. Rescued from a life
elong to any one time period anymore of cows in the country, she is suddenly
han good and evil, sun and moon, etc., concerned with all the niceties of fashion.
IC.
including having a few flirts, if that is
Each character in the play is an what's required. Although Lady Teazle is
ntertainment by themself. Sir Peter at first part of the infamous circle of
eazle. an old bachelor who married a scandalmongers, ready as anyone to
- I a...
....., oe,,...,
.4.-.1;,..1.•- ' ,
young country girl,
•
in teasing
ce.-ni,lued or. page 3
You

Outside promoters are vying for a chance
to bring big name bands to the University
of Maine at Orono next semester in an
attempt to help the Concert Committee of
the General Student Senate. balance its
books.
Under an agreement discussed with
several promoters, the Concert Committee
would receive ten per cent of the total
revenues from each concert put on by an
outside promoter. according to Frank
Conroy. Concert Committee chairman.
There is no risk to the committee, because
it doesn't put up any money, he said.
On Feb. 11. Billy Dowd. owner of the
Loft, a Portland night club, will present

The Blend and The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
here on campus. as the first in a possible
series of concerts under this arrangement.
Conroy said.
There are other promoters throughout
the state who have expressed interest in
putting on concerts under the agreement,
according to Conroy, who added some of
these promoters might even be interested
in long term arrangements under these
guidelines.
Greg Thorton of Somerset Hall. is being
recommended as the next chairman of the
committee, because of his efforts and
connections that make the arrangement
work. Conroy said.

Survey shows theft rate at UMO
highest during end of semester
BY ANDREA LAPOINTE

According to graphs compiled by the
Orono Campus Police Department. most
crimes are committed prior to vacations.
The fewest are committed during the
summer and at the beginning of semesters.
Director Alan Reynolds of Police and
Safety said this is because stealing just
before a acation is the ideal time. since
the stolen property can be taken home an

lefi there o.r sold. He said during iiie
summer few people live on campus and are
therefore not there at night when most
crimes are committed. He also said at the
beginning of semesters most students are
more cautious in guarding their valuables.
In the graphs. crime has been broken
down into four categories. Criminal
mischief such as breaking windows and car
n,
I•nued

or Page 3

Arts and Entertainment presents
the Maine Campus Music Awards for 1976
- page 14
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Drinking survey results:,

'Alternative to drinking' programs planned
BY LYNN MILICH

In spite of the belief that the use of
alcohol on the Maine campus is encouraged by the Maine Stein song and its
surrounding tradition, a recent survey
shows most students at UMO drink
because there is nothing else to do.
Students said they drink because there is
no other way to relax, according to the
survey conducted by Kathy Boyle, resident
director of Hart Hall, who is working on her
Masters Degree in Student personnel and
Services in Higher Education.
The survey project was funded through
Residential Life as one of five internships
designed to give practical experience to
students in their major field, and was
conducted to find the level of alcohol use
and awareness in resident hall. According
to Boyle, awareness means how well
students understand the effects drinking
has on them.
Results of the survey show there is a
definite drinking problem on the UMO
campus, but Boyle said it is no worse than
any other campus across the country.
Many of the people surveyed see alcohol
as a socializer, especially at parties. Out of
443 students surveyed, more than 50 per
cent were most likely to have two to five
drinks when they drink, and almost 50 per
cent answered "beer'' when asked what
they drink.
Most students said they do their
drinking in resident halls with a small
group of people as opposed to fraternities
and local bars, and about 50 per cent said
they drink exclusively on weekends.
However, fraternities and off-campus
students were not surveyed because the
project was a Residential Life program.
Boyle said she was in the process of getting
permission to survey these alternative
lifestyles at UMO so other graduate
students could continue the project.
The survey was a random sampling of
the freshmen-senior classes (taking 25 per
cent of each), two year programs and

graduate students.
Boyle sent 1,285
surveys through the mail and about 35 per
cent (443) of them were filled out by
students and returned to Boyle. Only 20
per cent were needed to make the survey
valid. Boyle said many of the surveys were
returned with letters containing students'
remarks, which were helpful.
Boyle feels there are other ways to be
sociable besides drinking. "The goal of
this program is not to try to discourage
drinking; when used properly it can be a
good thing. but the responsible use of it is
being stressed," Boyle said.
Various educational programs will be
offered as alternatives to drinking problems. said Boyle. These will be available to
all students, off-campus and fraternity, not
just those in Residential Life dormitories.
One of the programs planned is an
Outreach Alcohol Education Program in
which Boyle will contact various campus
organizations and during one of their
meetings, present vignettes or films
featuring students and family scenes
relating to alcohol use. Boyle hopes to
stimulate discussion and encourage students to relate personal experiences so
awareness of the harmful effects of alcohol
will grow.
Boyle said she hopes to set up a peer
alcohol counselors group, but this is a long
range goal. In the meantime she plans to
train RA's in alcohol awareness until such
a group can be trained. RA's will be
instructed through the RA course in the
beginning of the semester. Boyle said, and
next year a pitch against the abuse of
alcohol will be made at freshmen orientation, before students get to school and
develop drinking habits.
Boyle said
parents will also be informed of the
program at orientation.
Next semester Boyle also hopes to have
an Alcohol Awareness Day with information centers set up around campus. articles
and cartoons appearing in the Maine
Campus and free poster distribution

SAVE 25%
On Used Textbooks

Plus Addionol 7% On New & Used Book
s

showing alternatives to drinking and
spending money on alcohol.
Finally, an Al-Anon program will be set
up. Boyle said, for students who have to
live in an environment where someone in
their family is an alcoholic. In the letters
accompanying the survey it was evident
that more students have trouble with
alcohol use in their families than with
themselves, she said.
Today there will be a 'brown bag
program' with Student Affairs personnel
where Boyle will disseminate the results of
her survey and ask for opinions on what

can be done. Boyle will also ask what
alternatives these departments can offer
the students.
About a week ago Boyle attended an
Alcohol Education Workshop at Boston
College. The program was supposed to be
limited to SO people connected with alcohol
awareness programs, but, Boyle said, 150
showed up. One part of the program
required the audience to share ideas and
Boyle said only about five had any input.
She said, "It showed not many schools
have developed any ways of dealing with
the alcohol problem on campuses, so we
are one step a head of the game."

•School for Scandal
continued from page

remark that with Lady So-and-So, "Her
color comes and goes - her maid can fetch
and carry it," She later sees the error of
these ways.
Then there is Lady Sneerwell and Joseph
Surface, both unscrupulous characters,
selfish to the core. "Be constant to one
roguery at a time," Lady Sneerwell advises
Joseph. The Lady is the Queen of gossip.
and is well played by Margo Ham. Surface
is also well drawn by John Sutton, who
creates the worst kind of skunk - one who
appears. on the surface. to be the most
considerate, moral of men, while actually
plotting and snickering under his breath.
Three more extremely amusing characters are part of Sneerwell's scandal society.
Sir Benjamin Backbite and his uncle
Crabtree are the most foppish of fellows.
who love nothing more than to retell and
embellish each story they hear on personal
adventures or misfortunes. Their shiny
pink and party green suits fit them
perfectly. Eric Feero as Benjamin and Kent
McKusick play their roles quite convincingly.
Oh and Mrs. Candour, the most gracious
old lady, who would never be a tale-carrier,
but "did vou hear how Lady...with her

servant..." Ann Fellows, in one of her best
performances with the Maine Masque,
plays a lady who so delights in gossip she
can't stand to be outdone, but wouldn't
admit her passion for scandal for the world.
And there are others, equally as
amusing. Charles Surface, brother to
Joseph is a madcap and a rake, would
gladly sell the portraits of all his ancesters,
thinking it a "rare joke to sell your own
flesh and blood." But Charles is a candid
and honest fellow. which makes him one of
the most well liked characters in the play.
Richard Willing plays him nicely, and
energetically.
The period music and beautiful period
costumes create an authentic 18th century
atmosphere. There is some excellent
humor in the play, one of the best scenes is
the old quick-hide-behind-the-screen,
your-husband's-coming, when the two
Teazles and two Surfaces manage
to
discover quite a lot about each other.
The play moves quickly in all but a few
places, and even though it has been said a
comedy written 200 years ago would not be
funny today, the audience found themselves laughing out loud a number of
times.
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GSS balks on procedures
concerning monetary issues
BY DOUG CURTIS

Dan O'Leary said he had met with the
The General Student Senate (GSS),
Graduate Student Board this week and a
Wednesday, defeated a motion requiring a
referendum would be upcoming to see if
role call vote on any authorized expendithe graduate students would like to merge
ture of more than $100. It also postponed
with the Student government.
The
action on a second motion that would
referendum would only be taken among
require a quorum of two-thirds of the
graduate students.
senators in the GSS on any expenditure of
O'Leary also said Bangor Community
$200 or more.
College (BCC) wants to join the student
Senator Mike Perry (Hancock) who
government, meaning all three organizasponsored the role call resolution said,
tions might be combined into one next
"We need a permanent record of how
year.
people vote." Perry noted that the GSS had
Currently, the three separate organizaa $160,000 budget and the senators should
tions are paying three separate activities
be held accountable for it. A role call vote
fees. Graduate students are paying $10.
would accomplish this, he said.
Orono students living in Orono $20 and
Senator Randy Reil (HHH-Oak) agreed
BCC students $40, O'Leary said. Orono
with Perry and said it would give senators
students are billed where they live.
some "time to think" about what they
O'Leary said, so they must pay an
were doing.
additional $IO a semester while they live in
However. Senator Mark Perry (OffBangor.
Campus) said the resolution was "abVice-President Diane Elze said she
surd." "Sometimes a role call takes five to
learned this week that the Executive
seven minutes, and ten role call votes could
Council, which consists of the Chancellor
add up to an hour," he said.
and the Presidents from each of the
Senator Bob Small (Chadbourne) said
campuses are sponsoring a resolution to
the resolution "ruins the role of a roll call
give the chancellor the power to control all
vote." It should be up to the body itself to
the fees, including activities fees. Elze
decide whether a role call vote should be
said the resolution has the support of
taken, he said, "Some figures under $100
President Neville, but the University of
are more controver-ial than those that may
Maine Organization of Student Governbe $900," Small added.
ment (UMOSG) plans to fight it.
Senator Carl Pease (Oxford) said the
However, when contacted on the issue,
senate should spend other people's money
President Howard Neville said he had not
carefully. "I think a role call vote will
heard of the resolution and that the board
make us think a little more about spending
of trustees only allowed incidental fees
other people's money," Pease said.
such as lab fees, to be assigned to the
Senator Wayne Huggler (Oxford) added
presidents which are set with the chancelthat a roll call vote "would take away the
lor's approval.
finance committee's job."
O'Leary also said he had met with 15
The resolution was defeated 20-6 on a
legislators Monday, and things look
role call vote.
"grim" on obtaining UMaine funding from
A second resolution calling for a quorum
the legislature. "We're going to have to
of two-thirds of the senators in the GSS on
do a lot of work or we're going to have
expenditures of $200 or more was
trouble in the next two years," O'Leary
postponed until the GSS reconvenes next
said.
semester. The postponement occured after
Sen. Pease questioned whether the resoluIn other GSS action, the HiIlel Foundtion was an amendment to the GSS
ation was allocated $75 for travel expenses
constitution.
and the Journalism Club received prelimDuring the 42 minute session, President
inary approval.

Events

SUMMER JOBS: The Office of Career
Planning and Placement, located in
Wingate Hall, will have the first list of
summer jobs available for students to pick
up on Thursday, Dec.16. A new list will
become available every other week during
the spring semester.

PRE-THEATER candlelight dinner in the
Ford Room of the Union. Dec.17. Reservations at 581-2294. Sheridan's "School for
Scandal" presented at 9:15 p.m. by the
Maine Masque in Hauck. The dinner will
also be held before the Dec.18 performance.

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO: University Orchestra and Oratorio Society will perform
Bach, presented by and conducted by
Ludlow Hallman. Memorial Gym. Dec.19,
3p.m.

MAINE STATE BALLET performs the
Nutcracker Suite at 7p.m. Dec.19 in Hauck
Auditorium.

CHRISTMAS CONCERT: "Festival of
Christmas", presented by the University
Singers, Chamber Singers, Women's
Chorus. Brass Ensemble, and Strings
Ensemble. Hauck Auditorium, Dec.20 and
21. 8:15 p.m. Free admission.
SKI WITH ME: Going on an extra long
winter vacation? Don't get cabin fever.
rent outdoor recreation equipment from
the Student Activities Office. Memorial
Union. 581-7598. We have a limited supply
of cross country skis, snowshoes, skates,
toboggans, backpacks, sleeping bags, etc.
available at special vacation rates. Equipment may be rented for the vacation period
beginning Monday, Dec.20.
MAINE MASQUE Studio Shows presents
"Scenes From- in Estabrooke basement
lounge on Sunday, Dec.19 and Tuesday,
Dec.21 at 7:30p.m. The plays for Sunday
are Peter Quill's Shenanigans (an anonymous French medieval Farce). Shakespeare's Macbeth. and The Casket Comedy
by the Roman playw• ight, Plautus. Tuesday's performances include The Temptation of Our Lord (1338) by John Bale,
Shakespeare's As .vou Like It. and
Sophocle's Oedipus Rex. Admission is
free.

continued Iron, page 1

so and so has his black Nikon camera, there
is no way in the world that guy can prove it
unless he can "positively identify the
camera". There are thousands of such
cameras in the world. Reynolds said.
Unless the person can give the serial
number, the registration number or some
other identifying mark, a search warrant
cannot even be issued.
Reynolds thinks the community is too
trusting. He said too many people go out at
night and leave their doors unlocked,
believing no one would do anything wrong.
He said in one case a tool box was stolen
from the back of a pick-up truck at high
noon in Wells Commons. "Someone had to
see this happen," Reynolds said, but no
one suspected the person of stealing.
He said the University of Maine has a
reputation as "a soft touch" among
racketeers. He knows of one man who was
first arrested in 1968 at the age of 14 for
stealing a pocketbook from a dorm room.
Since then he has been arrested five times
for similar thefts. The last time was on the
Bangor campus.When Reynolds asked him
why he was no longer "working" the
Orono campus, he replied "he was too well
known there, so he got someone else to
work it."
There are other crimes committed by
"local high school kids," Reynolds said.
He pointed out a case where some "kids"
went out looking for a car with keys left in
it. The first car they came to was a
Thunderbird. but they decided it was too
big a car for them. They continued looking
until they came to a small Dodge Dart, so
they took this car for their "joy ride".
Reynolds said. They drove around town
picking up more of their friends, until they
decided they needed a bigger car, so they
stole a second car from the university
campus.

SANDWICH CINEMA: "The Long Childhood" with Dr. Bronowski, from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the No. Lown Room,
Dec.22.
MUAB EXAM BREAKS: Cartoons and
food. 7:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. in the Bangor
Room. Dec.20 and 21.

rim at
FRIDAY
Alfred Hitchcock's "Rebecca". 7 and 9:30
p.m. 100 Nutting.
SATURDAY
"Doc Savage". starring Ron Ely. 7 and
9:30 p.m. 100 Nutting.
WEDNESDAY
"The Absent-Minded Professor" 7 and
9:15 p.m. 130 Little Hall also Thursday
night at 7 and 9:15 p.m. in 100 Nutting.
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• Theft rate at UMO
antennas, damage to civilian property,
damage to university property and student
property theft. For each category damages
for the calender year of 1974 and 1975 and
for the months of January through
October of 1976, have been totaled.
Under criminal mischief damages total
$9,138 for 1974, $11623 for 1975 and
$7,138 for 1976; under damage to civilain
property. $3,106 for 1974. $10.964 for 1975
and $22,888 for 1976 (A total of $16,000 is
due to the Anthropology break in Stevens
Hall where rare museum pieces were
stolen.); under damage to university
property. $11,842 for 1974, $12,630 for
1975 and $12,636 for 1976; and under
student property theft $9,989 for 1974,
$22,173 for 1975 and $16,294 for 1976.
Overall total damages were $24,937 for
1974, $46,693 for 1975 and $51,818 for
1976.
Reynolds said the best way students can
protect their property is to register it with
the campus police. At no charge. the
campus police can inscribe the student's
social security number on the property with
an electrical vibrating device.
The number is then registered with the
National Crime Information Center(NCIC).
Reynolds said if the article is ever stolen
and then picked up in another crate, the
original owner can be found by "injecting
the number" into a computer in Washington.
Reynolds said many times when unregistered stolen goods are recovered, they
cannot be claimed, because they cannot be
identified. Many people, he said do not
know or write down the serial number on
their ten speed or stereo. He said with
stereos the serial numbers are often
inscribed on a piece.of tape which can be
easily removed and some expensive ten
speeds do not have any serial number at
all.
Reynolds said, if a guy called up and said

HOLE IN THE WALL Gallery is exhibiting
model trains on loan from Stuart Hodgman
of Veazie.
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editorial
comment

And as I gracefully bow out ...

This is the last issue of the Maine
Campus for the semester, and
therefore the last editorial produced by
the Wood regime, since for various
reasons, basically health and sanity,
the Campus changes editors each
semester.
Now I'm not going to get soppy
about this being -the end", in tact joy
is the feeling circulating the office at
the moment. No doubt there will be a
few sentimental comments about the
good old times' voiced in the future,
but at the moment, Christmas is the
only Christmas present I could wish

a) let me rejoice in the fact that the
Legislative Performance Audit
Committee saw fit to recommend this
UMaine system be kept sewn together
and supplied with funds istory page
one), (b) lament the fact there will be
no out-door skating rink to glide
(gracefully) around in the good clean
air, pink cheeks, holding hands with
Jim and Harry. mittens. tumbles. etc.
and (c) award "A" the stir-up-themost-controversy of the year award.
See Maine students do care about
something.

MAI N E CAPAP LJ‘s
:
"OF'F'ICE
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.
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In the spirit of Christmas, tradition,
and the Maine Campus let me borrow
a few lines from a book to say, "Have a
cool yule. Quench your thirst on the
first." (What, you don't have
chocolate cream pie for Christmas?)

for

really don't feel like getting into
the budget, Chancellor McCarthy's
raise. Or the spirit of journalism. This
,s my last chance to hog the floor, and
I'm going to take advantage of it. So

by Michael Perry
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them to right the wrongs of the
universe, for a final shot at the justice
that never seemed to raise its. hand to
make its presence known.
"Sit down," I told the man. He was
dressed in a well-tailored suit, his tie
fit as snug as 'a lasso around a fatted
calf. "What can I do for you?"
"I have a problem, Governor
Longley...you see..."
"Call me Gov," I interrupted.
"All right, then,...Gov," the man
answered. "My name is McCarthy,
and...oh, Gov, this is the hardest thing
I've ever had to say."
"Spill it," I growled. I can't stand a
whimperer, no matter how much
money he has. You have to be tough to
get anywhere in this world, and still
feel honest with yourself. It's the
whimperers who've made this place
the jungle it is today.
"All right, Gov," he said. McCarthy
dabbed his forehead with a monogrammed handkerchief. 1.1 need
three million dollars."

iszt rezi MS MSYe= EZZ TS:5 TSZ
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I whistled, a long and hard whistle,
watching the nervous man glance
around him as if expecting the long
and dreaded vacant questions of a
Women's Club convention.
"That's a lot of Lincoln's," I said,
gritting through my teeth. Outside, a
bird chirped its little heart out, and I
wondered why must life be so complex
for some, and not for others.
"Look, McCarthy," I added,
pausing only to gaze occasionally
about the room, searching, searching
for some way out of this moral and
monetary dilemma.
"Look, McCarthy," I repeated. "I'd
like to help you, but money doesn't
grow on trees. You know, when talking
about budget, perspectively...oh, forget it.
"It's a problem of logistics," I said.
"How can I say, 'here's three million,
Mac...You don't mind if I call you
Mac, do you?...'here's three million,
Mac. Go to it."
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"You don't understand, Gov," he
nervously uttered. "This...this is the
first time we're focusing on the quality
of education. Do you have any idea of
what that means?"
I watched, and thought of the long
dead souls of a thousand gray ghosts
of freshmen, not freshmen congressmen this time, but freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and yes, even seniors,
the pride and hope of perhaps a
futureless world. "Yeah," I said. "I
know what that means, kid."
"And that is?"
"It means you're finally doing your
job."
I shook my head, denying him the
recommendation he had sought after,
had come such a great distance for. I
escorted him out of my office,
wondering if a man such as Mac could
leap this momentary blockade. yeah.
Don't worry, kid, I told myself. Any
man who can squeeze $44,000 out of a
turnip should have no problems at all.
EISZ(MS15:1 15:1(
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A Maine Campus Shopping Guide

All I want for Christmas...
"The K-Tel Stereo Smasher."
Smashes all sizes stereos and receivers.
Stops loud, raucous dorm/frat music in
seconds. Works down the hall or right next
door. Simply carry the K-Tel Stereo
Smasher into the offending room, lift the
mallet-head using the patented axehandle, and let drop into any speaker,
turntable, or tuner.
% Smashes ZZ Top, Kiss, and yes-even
Carpenters and Ray Conniff! Can be used
a over and over again, and even smashes
radios and tape decks. A "must" for
r52(f=1T:•(
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noise-maddeneo students. Five attractive
colors.

Ronco 'Final X-am Taker' - it slices, dices,
and aces those tests as fast as you can say
K-Tel...no cramming, or cribbing needed,
"The Toily-Towel Hand dryer" from Picam just turn the dial from flunk to pass and let
Drys all sizes hands and faces. Segmented 'Final X-am Taker' do the rest. Comes in
sheets make quick clean-ups a snap. Use four decorator colors. A great gift for
on anything wet.
roomie too!
A great gift for Mom!
A neat hobby for Dad!
A cheap, chintzy gift for the whole family. "The Freshman Mixer."
Mixes freshman quickly, easily.
Only 38 cents per roll, from Picam.
16 speeds - chop, blend, puree. Comes in
(Any color - as long as it's white)
Olive, burnt copper, mahogany. TKE.
It really really works!
VacEMt y5Z ME=ISZ EMI
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Spiderwoman
Scrubbing Bubble
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Horace Mann
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The Maine Campus is a twice-weekly journal of the
history of the University of Maine at Orono community.
published at the University of Maine. Editorial and
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04473 Telephone 207-581-7531. Advertising rates
available on request. Printed at The Ellsworth
Amerrcan Ellsworth, Maine
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Are you ugly and generally disgusting to
look at? Do your parents deny ever
knowing you? Do people mistake you for
Jack Palance? 'B.U. Tee Reflector' from
K-Tel could make even your ugly face look
pleasing. Carry 'B. U. Tee Reflector' in
your pocket, when strangers remark on
your revolting appearance, flip it up and
look at the reflection. Why, that's not gross
and hideous you, that's Raquel Welch or
Robert Redford, Margaux Hemingway or
Warren Beatty. Turn that disgusting face
of yours into any beautiful fcce you wish at the press of a button. Restores that lost
confidence, clears that zit-ridden face,
dissolves away that hair lip. FeeP proud to
show your face in public, destroy that ugly,
hideous, revolting, disgusting, pot-marked
face you were born with - destroy it forever. .B.U. Tee Reflector' is just $39.99.
Batteries not included.
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*The night air was enough to chill the bones of long-dead ghosts...'
The night air was enough to chill the
bones of long-dead ghosts from the
past, and the moon glowed eerily as it
reflected the light from Sol, who had
called it a day.
I took a sip from my vintage wine,
pacing nervously as I waited for the
tube to warm up. A special program
was being fed in through the cable that
I didn't want to miss.
My name's Longley. I'm a governor.
A rapping on the door interrupted
my train of thought, and although I
hadn't been thinking of anything at the
time, I didn't appreciate the disturbance, as if souls of long dead
freshman congressman were throwing
their arms around to catch the cries of
saints and sinners.
"Come on in," I yawned, not
wanting to appear anxious. "Door's
open."
It was a man, a nervous man, and as
I watched him tremble, I wondered
why I never got the cases where the
pretty girls come to the last chance for

To the editor:

"Hold-Your-Head-High" plastic lecture V
pillow. Shaped just like the human arm.?I
Rigid, lifelike plastic clamps to any lecture%
:
hall note-desk. Cradles head so you can
sleep in peace while lecturer drones on and I
on and on and on. Guaranteed not to slip.
Just think, no more embarrassing drops off
the desk! No more clunking your head into %
the student's shoulder next to you. Comes,14
with optional "Wide Awake" life-like eye
caps. Blocks out light to produce relaxing
darkness - but has painted-on pupils to w
give the student that wide-eyed alert look.
Practically a necessity for:
Ec 10, Py 1, Pol 1, Ba 139, Ms 13 - Msl
178, and any class taught by a teacher?)
assistant.
Comes in Male, Female, and Other
from "Fake-it" Inc.

"The Gary Gilmore Doll."
Wind it up and it tries to turn itself off. V
"The Liz Ray Doll"
Wind it up and it doesn't type, file, or
take short-hand. $26,000 per year.
"The Renee Richards Doll"
Wind it up and it plays mixed doubles.
Runs on AC/DC current.
"The Jim Longley Doll"
Wind it up and it wisps.

"The "A" Doll"
Comes already wound up.
mc masarszrsz Tsz cs:s Ts= vac Iss Egs re:a vezx masz
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LETTERS
Likes mobile home life despite inconviences
To the editor:
In response to the Dec. 14th article
in the Maine Campus on off-campus
living, I must say that it was true and
to the point, but lacked information
about mobile home living. I would
like to add to that a little of my
experiences. Having lived in dorms
for four years, I got married and
knew it was time to move off
campus. Apartments were my first
choice, but they soon turned me off.
My next choice was a mobile home. I
could own it and when I sold it. get a
little of my investment back. Apartments seemed a waste of money to
me.

Then my problems began. First I
found out you need a trailer lot, for
without it, you, with your trailer,
may as well become a gypsy. The
local parks turned me off. They were
crowded, muddy and the owners
uncooperative.Some refused me a lot
unless I bought a new mobile home
from a friend of their's (a dealer) in
Bangor. Others were unwilling to
expand for me. Competition for lots
and used homes already in place is
fierce. If you find a nice one, by the
time you're ready to see it, or phone,
it's gone. Prices in this area are also
very inflated. The only cheap used
ones I could find were 27 miles away
or vintage 1950' disasters.

Hooray for co-ed rooms
To the editor:
If I may, I would like to offer some
ideas in response to Ron Brown's
article in the Dec. 10 issue of the
Maine Campus.
In that article he presents a
problem
changing clothes in a
co-ed, dorm room habitation situation. It seems to me that Oak Hall
could offer a unique situation which
would enable the separation of beds
in two different rooms, thereby
giving the necessary privacy ingredient that is needed in most living
situations.

Also the 'illicit and immoral
behavior' ideas that might be
possessed by our critics can be
somewhat relieved in that the two
co-habitants do have separate rooms
and beds.
One might say. "The tradition of
Oak Hall has been fine Oak men." I
could see co-ed habitation in this
dorm as a step to further the
tradition, expanding the definition
of Oak from only men to women and
men.
Richard P. Connolly
111 Oak Hall

The obvious solution
To the editor:
Regarding the theft of the information sign and subsequent explanation, we would like to publicly
acclaim the "philosophy" of those
individuals involved. This act must
have reflected a true desire to better
the human condition. Therefore, we
must commend the unselfishness of
these remarkable individuals who
have taken it upon themselves to
ameliorate the predicament of the
students on campus.
We realize that the wheels of big
organizations move slowly but in this
instance a special exception seems to
have occurred. Since the removal of
the sign, several "alienations and
tensions" have been relieved. Paper
towel dispensers are blossoming
campuswide, parking spaces are
multiplying at an exponential rate,
and the infinite wisdom residing in
Augusta has seen the light of

unselfish giving, promising to bury
the Super U with dollar bills.
There are many on this campus
who may not recognize all the
ramifications of this simplistic act.
History is unfolding before our very
eyes. We have witnessed the first
significant step in the modification of
the vicious control-alienation cycle.
The traditional controlling role of the
campus police exemplified by the
ticketing of cars has been eliminated
with the creation of these here-tofore undiscovered parking spaces.
The time required by these previous
tasks is now being actively devoted
to the discovery of the philosophy
leading toward an ideal society.
What fools we were to have
overlooked this obvious solution for
so many years. We must again
express our sincere thanks to these
farseeing individuals.
P. Perry
R. Maclnnes

A's a "bad apple"
To the editor:
In reference to Mr. American's
letter of contradictory philosophy,
first of all I would like to "commend" him for his consistent use of
profanity, which is a good indication
of verbal bankruptcy. Second, this
country's Bill of Rights was written
for everyone, including Billy Graham. If "A" would like to change
this, he could add his lot to the
communists. However, with careful
consideration, he would realize
communism is not the answer
because the ideals are enforced with
terrorism. In my opinion, America is
"still" the best place in the world to
live.
Says "A", "I appeal to all my
fellows to come forward and prove by
our numbers that we are right...."
What is the current standard number
of wrongs that make a right? In that

statement, "A" is oh so subtly
suggesting the power of the mob.
We all realize the undesired results
of "safety in numbers" i.e. Kent
State incident, Hitler's war rallies,
linch mobs in the old west.
[here are bad apples in every
barrel, but that doesn't spoil the
whole bunch. Such is the case with.
Christianity. Some people wear it,
and some people live it. Christians
aren't perfect, but they are forgiven.
In my opinion "A" is threatened
by Christianity. How else could he
feel such a hatred except by extreme
guilt feelings, accompanied by inner
turmoil. A man has never lived that
has affected the world as much as
Jesus Christ. There is nothing "A"
can do or say to change that.
Chris Wetherl!,
Milford. Maine

So I gave in at the last moment and
went the new mobile home route
with the promised lot. I'm now three
miles off campus in a very nice park
and I thought my problems were
over. But they weren't. There was
the $200 entrance fee (nonrefundable), blocking and leveling of the
trailer, closing in the bottom of the
trailer to keep the winter winds out,
$100. Plumbing and power hook-up,
about $40. furnace hook-up 170, with
oil another $40 to start. That's not
all, there is routine maintenance.
mowing the grass and raking, (I
don't have a lawn mower), and
shoveling snow, all of which take
valuable time. And it doesn't end

there. Relax for a moment and an
expense jumps you from behind.
Other little things that happen are
'Cabin Fever', noisy kids next door,
the loud stereo (I found I couldn't
escape that), roaring cars in the
middle of the night; try to remember
garbage pickup, door to door missionaries: I could go on. There are
good and bad things to wherever
you are. But I would not trade the
whole thing for anything else. I like it
where I am.
David J. Kneeland
Old Town

Physically inadequate
To the editor:
I am writing this letter to inform
the public of the inadequate Physics
Dept. at UMO. I am taking Psi and I
have a lecturer, a lab instructor, and
combination lab prep instructor.
recitation instructor and all-around
jerk. This last person is always 15-20
minutes late for class, which is at
8:00 a.m. I figure if all the people
who have 8 a.m. classes can drag
their asses out of bed, why can't he?
He is never prepared for recitation
and he can't even do the problems
when asked. The girl I have for lab
has trouble speaking English and it's
kind of embarrassing to ask her to

Is
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To the editor:
Although I am not a Christian, I
try to be as open minded as I can be.
It would be easy to respond in kind to
the latest letter from anonymous
(Maine Campus, Dec.14.1976), I
guess that could be just as closedminded.
It seems to be a human trait to be
unaccepting of those whom we fear.
or do not understand. And really
when you think about it someone
with this much bitterness inside is
not really accepting himself either.
And that makes for a pretty hard life.
That is really something to think

repeat herself 3 or 4 times. More
than once I've gotten bad lab grades
because I couldn't understand what
she was telling us. She wouldn't
have to explain anything if she
wanted us to do the same thing that
the lab-prep guy did. I suggest that
the Physics Department get together
and coordinate their classes.

Thank you
Douglas Linnell
P.S. I wouldn't have written this
letter if the jerk wouldn't have
forgotten to pass out course evaluation sheets.

a joke?
about. Maybe the letter from
"Anonymous" is just a joke. Strange
humor I guess. if that's the case, and
a poorly constructed argument too. I
see a lot of generalizations, empty
rhetoric, prejudice, and bitterness,
but not much else. It kind of gives
me the willies to think that someone
could be this blinded, and hatc
himself this much. And it is too bad
that "Anonymous" does not have
the strength of belief and character
to sign his own name to his own
words
Ben Campbell
Milford. Maine

Demand outdoor ice!
To the editor:
I'm shock,d to hear that we may
have no outdoor skating area this
year. Thank you for informing us.
Let's think positively and make sure
that our bumpy ice in the cold
outdoors awaits us when we return
next semester. Personally, not only
can I not .7S-ford to pay to skate but I
prefer skating outside to slipping
around on artificially maintained ice.
Unless some free time is made

available during reasonable time
slots, we must demand that the
outdoor ice be maintained.
Per usual, if enough people
complain we can get what we want.
Take a minute from the books to
write to Harold Westerman, Memorial Gym and/or to the Campus and
express your feelings on the matter.
We can do it!
Allan K. Brown
409 Cumberland

Vacation legal service
To the editc;-:
From December 24, 1976 to
January 20, 1977 the Student Legal
Services office will be open at
varying times. If you have a legal
problem or question during this
period, try calling the office in 30
at
Hall
Coburn
581-7066
or
581-2266

If you are unsuccessful in reaching
some one at the office number, call:
Russ Christensen, Attorney at
947-0272, or Judson Esty-Kendall.
Paralegal at 942-7509, or Timothy
Dort. Paralegal at 866-5681.
We hope that you won't find it
necessary over the holidays to need
our services, but don't hesitate to
call if the need arises. Have a happy!
The Student Legal Services Staff
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Cross country
skiing: gliding
on the snow
BY LAUREN NOETHER

When the snow blankets the
ground and the still of evening falls
it's not uncommon to see the gliding
figures of cross country skiers steal
across campus in search of fresh air
and a break from studying.
Cross country skiing is inexpensive compared to alpine, and has
attracted a growing following each
year. As a form of skiing which can
be done most anywhere without
paying extravagant fees and which
doesn't require lessons to accomplish. it is fast becoming a viable
alternative to downhill skiing. One
avid skier pointed out an advantage.
saying. "With cross country skiing
you don't have to contend with ski
lift lines."
Prices for cross country skis start
at about $35 and may go as high as
$200. said Brud Folger during a
recent mini-workshop on ski touring.
presented in the Union Thursday.
Folger. UMO ski coach and 1972
US Ski Team Coach to the World
Collegiate Games discussed equipment, maintenance and techniques.
of cross country skiing, recommending the less expensive wooden
skis over fiberglass for beginners
Hickory and birch are the woods
used for most skis and Folger said
though the birch skis may cost less,
they don't stand up to weather as
well because birch is a softer wood.
Folger also said wooden skis with
lignstone or oil-impregnated edges
are the best buy since this, along
with a laquer finish makes the wood
more resistant to water and wear.
The grain of wooden skis should
be checked to see that they run in
opposing directons thus insuring
more strength, explained Folger.
For racers and serious skiers,
fiberglass or plastic bottom skis are
more appropriate. These skis don't
absorb any water and therefore don't
get heavier.
"Fiberglass may make a difference of five to seven minutes in one
hour as opposed to wood." Folger
said.
Fiberglass is also easier to maintain. But among many skiers, waxing
and taking care of skis are an
inseparable part of the lore.
Other equipment to be considered
are the bindings and poles. Bindings
may be metal or plastic and go for
about $8. According to Folger the
main thing to look for when
purchasing bindings is that the sides
fit snugly to the toes of your boots so
there is no slippage.
Leather boots with rubber soles
seem to be the wisest buy. "For
$25," Folger said, "you can get a
good pair."
Poles are usually of bamboo or
aluminum with plastic baskets near
the end. Most skiers prefer leather
grips to plastic ones which can get
much colder.
Folger slggested spreading pinetar over the worn spots on wooden
ski bottoms for maintenance. As for
waxing skis, it's "just a matter of
reading what it says on the tubes,"
Folger said.
Cleaning off the wax may be a
little more complicated, as the
process was demonstrated with a
blowtorch. By using a solvent like
acetone or even gasoline, wax can
also be removed.
Snow conditions determine how
often skis need rewaxing. Often a •
softer wax can be put right over a
harder wax without stripping the
skis.
Turning toward technique. Foiger
answered the question of learning to
cross country ski with; "It's nothing
more than walking on skis. You learn
to hold your arms differently, of
course so it's like you're marching.
But the easiest way to learn is to get
out there and try it."
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Remember the 10%
discount a on all items in
the store through Dec. 23rd

SR40 - Economical power. A college-level
slide-rule calculator with memory. Texas
Instruments successor to the SR-50A.
The power and quality you've associated
with the SR-50A and more. Now available in
Texas Instruments SR-40.

at the
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HO TRAINS
SCRATCH BUILDINGS
MATERIALS
WAR GAMES

ARE HERE
at

Power rocket
materials
fuel

VIKING SEWING CENTER
12 HOWARD LANE
BANGOR
945-3473

5 STATE ST.
BREWER, MAINE 04412
989-1210

TELL EM YOU WANT
Choose From 10 Tons of LEVIS at

The Boston Store
ViSit

DOWNTOWN BANGOR

THE
y,
EARLY
AMERICAN 11
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•LeathE
*Vests,
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DOWNTOWN BANGOR:
V-74
Airport Mall

x

Has the finest
in holiday dresses
for juniors, misses
and women
$25-S150

gifts and
custom framing
40 Main St.: Bangor
F*010101011PararigtrArraCe`

HOLIDAY
HOURS:
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For Christmas
MAINE'S ONLY
AUTHORIZED
DL,61OND RING
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Come in and find
unique Christmas
gifts for your
"Old Fashion
Christmas" celebration

Keepsake

,
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Love is part of the
Christmas Tradition.
Diamond marriage
ensembles are a
traditional
part of love.
WC..Bryant

Sen.97k.

46 Main Street
Bangor, Maine

DOWNTOWN OPEN 'TIL 9
AIRPORT MALL STORE OPEN
'TIL 10 UNTIL X-MAS
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In Town!
This year, take special care to pick the gifts that will
be apreciated for years to come. The people at Freeses
can help you find the perfect gift for everyone.

6_tireiege‘
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DOWNTOWN STORE OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 9 p.m.
MALL STORE TIL 10 p.m. UNTIL X-MAS

• Con
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Santa
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Milano Jewelers
38 Main Street Orono. Me
866-4032
Diamonds & Watches
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Gifts for oil occasions
Li9nr-illnr-Prit>wicPnii-e"*.i6eevOnxiGlrw-Pixe

Watch and Jewelry Repairs

Some SOrority &

Just in Time for Christmas

Fraternity Jewelry
Available

MAYTAGS from

Frerything for the Horse
and Horseman
*Leather jackets, fringed & pile lined
*Vests, Boots-English, Western & Dingo
*English and Western riding apparel
and equipment
01111.1.1

-I.

GASS

SALES
STABLES

Main Rd.. M.R.A.
Orono,

1
rld X.17'
.
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•Automatic Washers
•Halo-of-Heat Dryers
•Portable Washers
and Dryers
•Portable or Built in
Dishwashers
•Disposers, too

46 CENTER ST. BREWER TEL. 989-3850

Tel 866-2075

STUDENTS......
FOR AIR TRAVEL ANYWHERE CALL
BAR HARBOR AIRLINES.

MORSO
DANISH WOOD STOVE
BAFFLE SYSTEM, ing
AIR TIGHT, CAST
5
IRON, ENAMEL
FINSIH

WRG SUPPLIERS
P.O. BOX 358
BREWER. ME.

989-5110
167.::_:JoQitaac-acuramoom)m=,

• 15 Percent discount.
• Confirmed seats - no stand by
• Frequent flights to PORTLAND BOSTON - PRESQUE ISLE QUEBEC CITY.
For your convenience - Bar Harbor has
an on campus sales representative Call him for information and
reservations.
RON ASELTINE
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

866-4528

1MASWAWIMAW
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CONSIGNMENTS
NEW AND NEARLY
NEW CLOTHES

Now in stock:
muskrat coat
cape & muff
short mouton
12 ACME ROAD
BREWER, MAINE
04412
989-1299

"by the Brewer Post Office.'

Classifieds
ACADEMIC RESEARCH PAPERS Thousands on file Send $1 00 for your 192-page,
mail order catalog 11322 Idaho Ave , 1208H,
(213) 477-8474
WANTED $59 00 Instant Money ticket stub
Gannett
Reward Deliver in person to 308
before noon Tuesday
couple
Help Wanted-Young professional
infant,
for
care
to
seeks responsible student
room in our
private
for
exchange
in
halfdays
Weekends free
comfortable Bangor Home
842-8164
Call
3
January
To start
10
RATES Classified advertisements are
advance
cents per word, per issue, payable in
word,
per
cents
5
Personal advertisements are
per issue, payable in advance 50 cents
minimum Advertisements that sell solicit, or
are NOT
are used far any business purposes
personal ads.

The Maine Campus
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Franny's Shoe Service

-4(3* Tel. 827-5446

Southern Belle
Flower Shop

LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER & WINE
oppN

Hollow-ground
figure and hockey skates
VI

MON-THURS
FRI-SA
SUN

OLD TOWN

225 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town

8:00-11:00
8:00-12:00
8:30-10:00
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Parka Sale

Winterize your car against fuel
line freeze-up and get faster
starts with Mac's Starting Fluid
(formerly Thermo-Aid). Prevent
stalling, increase battery life
with faster starting by spraying
Mac's Starting Fluid into air
intake. Improves performance.

including such names as

Profile, Sportscaster,
and Woolrich

UMO h
as Nels

Some Down Jackets, Now On Sale.
Do your last minute Christmas shopping

Dubay's Auto Parts

No. MainSt., Old Town
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BY AL COULOMBE
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Open Every
Nite Till
Christmas
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Skate Sharpening
119 South Main
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Don't forget to do your Christmas shopping at

lihe University Bookstore

107f2 off until Dec.23rd
on all items in stock.The sale
does not apply to the textbook
annex and gift certificates.
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Over

22,500 different books,
including the most sought after titles
now in_print, clothing, school supplies,
jewelry, calculators and
more!
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Naiads extend win streak to four,
three new UAW records are set
BY BILL WALLACE

It
CAPTAIN STEVE GAVETT scored 11
points in the LaSalle contest. He is a
fine defensive player. photo by Russ McKrught

TIME) hoopsters win fifth
as Nelson leads the way
BY AL COULOMBE

regain a six-point lead, but Wright. Britton
and Davis responded to tie it again with
5:32 to play.
Nelson and Britton traded baskets. then
Nelson and Wholey combined for the
Bears, and gave the home team a 61-57
lead with three minutes to play.
At that point, the Bears again regained
the inside advantage they had pressed in
the first half. and Maine converted eight of
their 17 total foul shots in the final portion
of the game.
Armstrong State's 6'11" center Wayne
Armstrong provided the only answer to the
UMO string of foul shots, and the final
outcome was forged when he fouled out of
the contest with a minute left.

The University of Maine at Orono Black
Bears saw an early lead disappear. and had
to scramble in the final moments to stop
Armstrong State of Savannah. Georgia,
73-64, at Memorial Gym last night.
UMO shot well in the early going to post
a 21-8 lead with 10 minutes played. The
Bear zone defense held the visitors to four
long baskets at the outset, but after Wally
Russell completed the Beals second
eight-point string, the visitors fought back.
Behind he shooting of forwards Dennis
Davis (9 points) and Henry Wright (7
points), the pirates found their range.
while playing strong defense on the other
end.
Armstrong State closed to within seven
Wholey led all scorers with 23 points,
points at one time, but the Bears led at the
with Harris scoring 15. Nelson 11.
half 39-30, with Paul Wholey's 12 points
eight in the last two minutes. and
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The program at the University of New
Hampshire pool billed it as the meet of the
year, for the University of Maine women's
swim team it became win number four.
UMO's Julie Woodcock highlighted the
UMO victory by winning the 200-individual
medley and the 500-freestyle. Julie's swim
in the 500-freestyle was a fine early-season
performance. Her time of 5:15.0 was a
second off her best time at last year's New
Englands. She led the race from the start
finishing 23 seconds ahead of second-place
UNH swimmer Laurie Schulte.
Eileen Sherlock set a new UMO record in
the 50-freestyle with a time of :26.3. Eileen
was aided by an exceptionally fine start
which enabled her to edge UNH's sprint
star Laurie Schulte at the finish.
Jill Puzas was UMO's only triple winner
with victories in the 50 and 100-breaststroke and the 100-butterfly. Diver Patti
Ward won both the one and three-meter
diving events for the Black Bears.
UMO's 200-medley relay team started
the meet out right with a win in that all
important first event of the meet. The team
of Denise Small. Jill Puzas. Julie Woodcock, and Eileen Sherlock also lowered the
UMO record to 1:59.4.
The UNH team was UMO's biggest challenge of the year so far. The entire UNH
squad displayed an au t of enthusiasm and
confidence, an air miss:rig from the team in
recent years. UNH's top swimmer Laurie
Schulte best summed it up by saying, "The
attitude of the entire team is optimistic. Its
nothing like last year when everybody
disappeared in the weeks preceeding the
New Englands."
Laurie was undefeated entering the

meet, and succeeded in winning the
200-freestyle with a fine 2:02.2 clocking.
She was later defeated in the 50 and the
500-freestyle. "I was kind of psyched out
when 1 found out I was swimming against
Julie (Woodcock) in the 500," Laurie later
related. "but 1 tried to stay up with her the
best I could. The 500-free isn't really my
race."
UMO won the meet 74-57 for their fourth
win without a loss.

the secret to fast, easy starts in
cold weather is a thorough tune-up
7'0DAY. With every tune-up at
Stillwater Foreign Auto you get
battery check and charging system
check absolutely FREE.'

Stillwater
Foreign
Auto
375 South Main Street
827-2676
Old Town
We Also Service domestic cars

The snow is here and so are we at
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CHECK THIS PACKAGE
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35.00
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•Splitkein Hickory Sole Skies
•Fels leather Boot
•Rottefella Bindinas 3-pin
•Tonkin Bamboo Poles
•Installation
Reg Price

Limited Sizes
and Quantities

NOW $6995

210 & 215 cm
Mon-Tues-Thurs-Fri
12 to 6
Sat 10 to 5
Closed Wed & Sun
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WHITE CHRISTMAS

PANASONIC

"Now Open

11

116 N. MAIN ST
OLD TOWN, MAINE 04468
PHONE 827-5916

Your area dealer for panasonic TV's
& stereos at discount prices

44

LUGGAGE
RADIOS
TELEVISION
BARS
RECLINERS

RANGES
WASHERS
DRYERS
DISHWASHERS
REFRIGERATORS
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Special Ct-906 19" color TV with pedestal stand
only $409.95 NOW TIL CHRISTMAS, SAVE $65.00
also Quasar TV's in stock [Easy financing:
We accept Master Charge & Bank Americard

Wen WATCH IPAIS

YOU ALWAYS DO BETTER AT DAY'S
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Commentary

Hustle termed the key

BY KOALA DRAWEASEL

With 49 seconds gone in sudden death
overtime, Damon White scored on a
slapshot from the point to give the
University of Maine hockey team a 4-3
victory over Williams College JV's. The
game, played in Williamstown, Mass.,
Thursday, was the first intercollegiate
game of the season for the UMO squad.
Maine jumped in front 1-0 in the first
period on a goal by Ken Doughty. Tom
Hart carried the puck deep into the zone on
the left side and fed. Doughty who rammed
it into the open side of the net. Daubert
tied it for Williams late in the first period
on a shot from the point. beating Scott
Adair to the near side. Maine charged
ahead 3-1 in the second period on goals by
Bob Murphy and Dan Boucher. Boucher's
goal came on a power play with only 1:27
remaining in the period as he slammed
home the rebound of a shot by White from
the top of the face-off circle. A momentary
letdown by the first line, though, allowed
Schwartz to score for Williams only nine
seconds later to end the second period at
3-2.
The third period was a real dogfight with
Williams outshooting Maine and finally
tying the game on a goal by Br_,ods Tanner
at the 4:07 mark, setting up the dramatic
overtime goal by White.
The key to the triumph was the
remarkable goaltending of Scott Adair. He
had 41 saves, many from close range .
Firery Spirit, hustle and desire enabled
Maine to overcome several handicaps, as
Williams had been skating daily for five
weeks and had already played three
games.
Saturday. Maine again came away
victorious stunning UMPG, 7-5. A varsity
team for four years with five weeks of
two-hour practices behind them gave
UMPG a decided edge at the start of the
contest. But thty cou!d not overcome the
desire of the UMO squad. Coach Damon
White was pleased with the performance of
his team after the game. "Hustle was the
key," said White, "hustle, the desire to
win, and the great work of the defense."
The UMO defense consists of five strong
defensemen: Dave Merrill, Bob Provencher, Mike Cosgrove. Fred Snowman and
Dick Byrd. They all contributed outstanding performances against PortlandGorham.
The socring was a see-saw affair. UMPG
jumped in front 2-0, but a goal by Mike
Snow on a pass from Ken Doughty with
3:17 left in the period put Maine back into
the game. In the second period. Dick Byrd
tied the score, and Jay Kimball netted two
inside of 20 seconds to put Maine in
command 4-2. Tv.o more by UMPG tied it
before the end of the period.
But the third period was all Maine. Bob
Murphy led the way with two goals, one

coming with a Portland-Gorham player
hanging all over him. Dan Boucher added
a third muscling by, through, and over
three UMPG players to get in and score on
the goalie. In between UMPG got their
fifth goal, but it is a tribute to the UMO
defense and the backchecking of the
forwards that UMPG had only four shots on
goals in the third period. Rob Adair turned
in a fine performance in the net. He and
brother Scott will be sharing the goal'
tending throughout the season.
The first home game for the University
of Maine hockey team will be February 12
against Bates. The team exhorts all
students to come and support them this
season in the new Alfond Arena.
Their record stands at 2-0 in intercollegiate play.

Cagers hold on,
win third game
Crystal P. stars
BY BILL WALLACE

The University of Maine women's
basketball team held off a late University of
New Hampshire surge to win their third
game of the year 61-58 at Durham
yesterday.
Poor officiating hurt the Black Bears
throughout the game and caused the UMO
defense to be less aggressive. "The poor
officiating and loose backboards hurt our
rebounding and fast break." Cosh Eilene
Fox related after the game. The backboards were so loose that the ball would hit
and drop straight down.
Crystal Padziorko again was UMO's high
scorer(14 points) and high rebounder (15).
UMO again used their bench strength to
defeat their foe. Substitutions have been
very successful for coach Fox in ther two
years at UMO. "I've had really good luck
taking people off the bench and popping
them in," explained coach Fox. "If one
person isn't hitting I put in another."

play in Orono, they replied that they
would only play in Bangor.
Maine had two options. Play
LaSalle on their terms, or drop them
and play a division II team. Coach
Chappelle went to the players, and
as Wholey said, they voted to play
against LaSalle.
The question of post-season play
comes into the picture here. Since
the Yankee Conference was dissolved. Maine is now in the ECAC,
which consists of 13 teams. Four of
those teams will be chosen for
post-season play. Strength of opponents is a big factor in making that
decision. Playing and beating teams
like Bates does not enhance Maine's
chances for making the playoffs,
while a division I team like LaSalle
makes a tough, and therefore
competitive, opponent.
And then there's the question of
pride. Maine lost to LaSalle last year
and felt that they could have beaten
them. When they were presented
with the options. the players decided
to go ahead and play on the basis of
that pride. Under the circumstances.
the players, in my opinion, did the
right thing. Pride counts.
However, it was too bad that
Maine let a visiting team dictate to
them what the conditions would be.
Coach Chappelle commented that
perhaps the players could have
informed the students as to what was
going on. He is now sorry that they
didn't. It is true that a basketball
court does not win games for you.
But basketball is more than a purely
physical game. Intimidation does
give you points. Maine gives up a lot
when they go on the road, so a
psychological advantage at home is
not "unfair". It's part of the game.

Why did the Maine basketball
team play an important game like the
LaSalle contest in Bangor? Why
didn't they play them in the pit,
where there is an unbelievable home
court advantage?
"It was a misunderstanding,"
seys Athletic Director Harold Westerman.
"Pressure from LaSalle," says
Coach Skip Chappelle.
"They didn't want to play us in the
'pit'," says forward Roger Lapham.
"It was play them in Bangor or not
at all."
"We talked about it," says guard
Paul Wholey, "and we wanted to
play them."
Obviously, visiting teams do not
enjoy playing in the 'pit'. The
experience of travelling hundreds of
miles to play in a smaller than
regulation size court in front of
hostile fans sitting in your lap is not
any player's idea of fun.
The teams in New England have
responded to the problems of Maine
by dropping the Black Bears from
their schedule. Boston College refused to travel here. UMass and
UConn play against Maine only
once, and in their home courts. Holy
Cross and Providence won't play us.
LaSalle would, but only in Bangor.
Bangor. Four games were to be
played there during vacation, allowing people in the community to have
a look at the Black Bears while the
students were on vacation, and to
keep the team in tune during that
time.
Somehow LaSalle got the mistaken
impression that they would be
playing in.Bangor on Dec. 13. When
LaSalle learned that they were to

Now Playing

Mat. Sa7ta.

&9:15
Sun. 2 p.m.

The most exciting original
motion picture event of all time.

in concert with

CUSTER'S LAST BAND
A Show Not to Miss!
$3.00 General Admission
525-3261
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BY BARBA

BY BILL LORI
AND 0

THE RED BARN
Presents TONITE
A Sneak Preview of a Major New Act

A var

Van

UNH's leading scorere was Jean Giarusso with 23 points. Coach Fox expressed
concern over her team's failure to execute
an effective zone press, but is anxiously
awaiting the second half of the season after
vacation. Included in the second half will
be an exciting matching against one of the
best teams in the Northeast, the University
of Vermont.

Off At. 139 Monroe, Me.
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Why in Bangor?

BY CHARLOTTE McATEE
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A vampire travelogue

Visit Dracula on his 500th anniversary
BY BARBARA SCOTT

A Night in Transylvania by Kurt Brokaw
Five Hundred years ago this December,
the Real Dracula was found beheaded in
southeast Transylvania. He was alive
barely 45 years, but has lived on since then
in folklore, movie and myth.
The name "Dracula," which was passed
from father to son. means "Devil." After
Dracula became prince of Transylvania, he
took on another name, "Vlad Tepes."
which is Romanian for, "Vlad the
Impaler." Dracula earned his nickname
from his peculiar method of law enforcement. He impaled criminals, enemies, and
those he didn't much care for, on
sharpended wooden poles which he set out
in public as a gentle reminder to his
subjects, and as a meal for crows.
During his six year reign, the Prince
skewered between 75,000 and 100,000
people. This method of law enforcement
was so effective that an army of enemy
Turks turned and fled after viewing the
grisly display.
However. Dracula had some redeeming
qualities. He eliminated the draft, redistributed land from the wealthy to the poor,
and built many churches and monasteries.
He admired hard work and honesty, and
luckily for his subjects, he possessed a
sharp sense of humor.
Just what makes the Dracula created
through Bram Stoker's novel, through
movies, magazines and comics, so popular
today? Brokaw believes that Dracula's
popularity is due to his archtypical
simplicity in our complex world. Dracula is
easy to deal with. He is totally evil, and
without exception, is destroyed by good.
Radu Florescu and Raymond McNally,
professors at Boston College were the first
to discover and document Dracula's castle
in 1969. The castle is located in the

The book is now available in
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When asked about the process of writing
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his book, Brokaw replied it was totally
After his trip. Brokaw compiled a different than writing T.V. commercials,
travelogue which he presented at the something which he does for a living with
"Preature Feature"(movie and discussion Grey Advertising Agency in New York
program) at the Scarsdale Congregational City. In writing commercials, one must
Church in New York. An editor for Grosset include two types of information, all
and Dunlap who was in the audience asked within a 30 to 60 second period of time. The
Brokaw to write a book about his trip.
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Brokaw is extremely versatile. He taught
mass communications at the University of
Illinois, is an avid movie buff. (most of the
stills in his book are from his own
collection) and has directed ten plays for
the Senior Youth Fellowship at the
Scarsdake Congregational Church in Nev.
York. Among the plays he has directed are:
"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown,"
"Up the Down Staircase." and "The
Miracle Worker." All were sellouts.
Just what are the contents of "A Night
In Transylvania?" First, there is an
introduction by the two Boston College
professors who inspired Brokaw to spend
two weeks reiearching the infamous
Dracula. Following the interview is a
fascinating biography of the real Prince
Dracula. Next is a detailed tour guide of
Transylvania. Brokaw has included descriptions and pictures of many of the
historical attractions including Dracula's
actual castle. Airfare to Bucharest, the
capitol of Romania, is only about $300 to
$500 and since die influx of tourists has
been so recent, one can visit in hopes of
uncovering new facts about the Prince.
such as, where his remains have dissappeared to. Nobody knows yet.
Brokaw also includes native Romanian
folklore in his book. In Romanian lore, a
vampire is someone who is "undead."
They are usually criminals or sinners of
some sort whose bodies will not decompose
in the grave. To exorcise the vampire, one
must stab him through the heart with a
wooden stake, behead him . burn him or all
three.
After the folklore comes a delightful
history of Dracula as we know him in film
and literature.

MR TUNE

Put Poe to the side pull up a candle, and
sink your teeth into this book during
semester break.

Various ballet, music performances to be presented
1 ickets for the performance are on sale
this week at the Union ticket office.
Undergraduates will be admitted for $1.50:
Sunday, Dec. 19. the Memorial Union all others for $3.50.
Activities Board will present the Maine
State Ballet in a performance of the
Nutcracker Suite, a ballet which tells the
The University Orchestra and Oratorio
story of Clara and a Nutcracker doll she Society will present the Bach Christmas
receives as a Christmas gift.
Oratorio Sunday, Dec. 19 at 3 p.m. in the
In the story her brother hides the doll on ZAemorial Gymnasium.
her and she searches for it that night only,
The Bach Christmas Oratorio was
to fall asleep before she finds it.
originally written in German in 1734 and
contained six works, but the Orchestra and
Nutd
During her slumber a full-size
Oratorio Society is presenting only the last
cracker comes to Clara and transports her
which involve the visit of the three
three,
to a dream -world af fantasy. To the
Wisemen to the manger. and Mary, Jesus,
Christmas tree and on the magic journey,
Joseph's journey home on the back
and
the Nutcracker and Clara pass through a
to avoid King Herod.
roads
Queen,
Snow
the
snowfall to the court of
Oratorio Society is composed of 110
The
the Prince and their subjects.
university students, community people,
faculty, and staff. Students receive three
From the Kingdom of the Snow Queen
credits for their participation. Performing
Clara and the doll travel to the Kingdom of
with them will be the University Orchestra.
Sweets. There they are greeted by the
Vocal solos will be sung by Linda Carroll
Sugar Plum Fairy and the Cavalier. Clara is
Patrice Connors. sopranos; Anne
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Steve Burgess plays the high parts on
Music for the ballet is originally the work piccolo. Trumpet parts are performed by
of Tschaikowsky.
William Pitcher and Dawn Worthing.
BY BILL LORING, JAN ROBERTS
AND DON BALDUF

Instrumental solos will also be performed by Thomas Wellin. and Theresa
Lutz, violin; Robert LeClair and Lewis Hall.
oboe; Michelle Bremner, harpsichord. and
Mary Bruesch, cello.
The two hour performance will be
conducted by Ludlow Hallman. associate
professor of music at UMO. There is no
admission charge.

The School of Performing Arts will
present "A Festival of Christmas" on
Monday. Dec.20 and on Tuesday,Dec.21
which according to Prof. Robert Godwin,
who conducts two of the groups participating in the festival, will be a musical
spectacular.
"We just don't get up and sing," said
Godwin. The festival, to be held at 8:15
p.m in Hauck Auditorium will present
music in several new and different ways,
he said. Prof. Godwin directs the University Singers and tho Women's Chorus.
The first group to perform will be the
University Singers who will enter the
auditorium singing "A Fanafare for
Christmas," They wil be accompanied by
the Brass Ensemble. Instead of mounting
the stage after they enter, the singers
will go into what Godwin called a
"Multi-dimensional formation." The chorus will stand all around the audience in
order to create a different, full sound.

The Women s Chorus will follow the
University Singers with "A Ceremony of
Carols" by Benjamin Britten, a contemporary English composer who died recently.
Prof. Godwin called him the most
important composer in the last 400 years.
The Chamber Singers an 18 voice male
and female chorus, will follow the
Women's Chorus with "Christmas Cantata" and two traditional carols. The
Chamber Singers are directed by Prof.
Patricia Stedry.
Godwin said the Singers recently toured
local high schools where this piece received
very good response. After completing their
multi-dimensional number, the Singers
move to the stage under dimmed lights as
the Women's Chorus sings a chant form off
stage.
The University Singers will finish the
program with "Hasten Swiftly, Hasten
Softly." a contemporary piece which
utilizes a prepared electronic tape to
suppliement the chorus. The tape is played
over a sound system and according to Prof.
Godwin the tape creates "a tumultous
sound that conveys the joy of Christ's
birth which is exactly what the composer
had in mind."
The program will end with an audience
participation piece with Prof. Godwin said
has left previous audiences "in almost a
state of awe."
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Good-bye To Pop: It's Only
BY GARY ROBB

When I started working with the idea of
the Best Music of 1976, it seemed like it
would take forever to come up with just five
albums that pleased me in this year of rock
banality. I found it much easier to compile
a listing of the music that makes this a
"year to grow out of."
As I researched play lists, Billboarc"
Magazine. The Boston Phoenix and the
Maine Campus. the list grew in both good
and bad music, and what you see is what
you heard, so to speak. The most
obnoxious music of the year was the cash in
on the T.V. Theme Song; Baretta.
S.W.A.T.. Laverne and Shirley, and the
most successful "Welcome Back" from
Kotter which saw the revival of the sinking
career of John Sebastian. Sebastian's lilt
was a refreshing transition for theme
songs.
The disco craze reached its highest peak
this year as the elitist nouveau riche
demanded the finest in sound and lighting,
oftentimes boycctting one disco in favor of
another; e.g. Sugar Daddy,'s (formerly Oz)
in Boston was suckered into believing it
could survive with an all male revue. It got
stuck in the end with bankruptcy.
Whimsey's of Boston became the first
disco nn the east coast to be charged with
discrimination of blacks and will suffer a
Thursday through Sunday closing in
January, 1977 per Superior Court order.
Discos became a haven, perhaps even a
heaven, for a new phase of the record
industry. Disco d.j.s often broke a new
single before it became nationally popular
and stimulated sales. The extended play of
one song by continually segueing one copy
into another copy of the same record gavf
advent to the 12 inch disco mix, a 45 rpm
record that plays for up to 20 minutes per
side.

And the disco beat goes on and on,
Donna Summer's heavy breathing and
crooning segued into K.C.'s "Shake Your
Booty" and the crowds driven to a dancing
orgasm. The Latin Hustle is the dance to
'know how to do, or any form of the hustle.
Doing the bump in a poshe disco is a faux
pas.

As concert ticket prices rise at the turn of
the year, expect to pay upwards of eight or
nine dollars per seat by summertime '77.
There were but a few polished tours over
the year. Jackson Browne and Orleans
began their tour in early October and is the
highest rated of the fall. Although Browne
and his new band started rusty, their act

The
1976
Maine
Campus
Music
Awards

New Artist of the Year
Warren Zevon

Event of the Year
The Band Finale Tour

Most Prorricing Artist
Nils Lofgren

New England Event of the Year
Eagles/Fleetwood Mac/Boz Scaggs Tour

Most Promising Band
Boston

Maine Rumor of the Year
The Steve Miller Band will play UMO
Instrumental of the Year
"Nadia's Theme"/ DeVorzon & Botkin

Missing in Action
John Lennon, Van Morrison

R & B Musician
Lou Rawls

George Harrison. Bruce Springsteen

Country Musician
Wavlon Jennings

Outstanding New Citizen Award
John Lennon
Disappointment of the Year
The Yes solo albums

Jazz Musician
Jaco Pastorius

Lowest Consciousness of the Year
Greg Allman

Disco
Single of the Year. Runners-up
"Lowdown"/ Boz Scaggs
Heart
"Magic Man''/Heart
"Bohemian Rhapsody"/Queen

(
Album of the Year
Love Trilogy
Donna Summer

L

sco Single of the Year
"Love Hangover"
Diana Ross

Best Albums of the Year

Disco Single. Runners-up
"More.More,More"/ Andrea True
"Turn the Beat Around"
Vickie Sue Robinson
"Heaven Must Be Missing An Angel"
Tavares

was excellent on J.B.'s birthday Oct. 9 in
Boston. Paul McCartney and Wings were a
delight although Linda McCartney's voice
should be 'edited for broadcast.' And the
short lived Stills/Young Band tour saw yet
another reunion of the old CSNY acronym.
The shortest tour of the year was the
Who's "Whirlwind Tour," appropriately
labeled, that swept through Miami, New
Orleans and jetted to L.A. A concert
to be reckoned with is the Tubes World
tour (hypothetically speaking)and Ms.
Patti Smith and her Group if she ever
comes down off her -horses. The Rolling
Stones cancelled their tour this year shortly
after Keith Richards' auto accident and
eventual bust for possesion of cocaine. WE
felt the brunt of the snowjob. It was
supposed to be a repeat of their 1975 Tour
of the AmericAS WHICH FEATURED
Jagger's ten foot phallus balloon. That was
a good show, believe me.
The year was not without its rock deaths.
Phil Ochs and Tommy Bolin (Deep Purple)
went into Rock Heaven. God Save the
Kinks!
Clive Davis is still chopping away at the
old RCA bandwagon of artists. He's
nabbed the Kinks and Lou Reed so far. He
is the man behind the label of the year,
Arista Records.
As we leave the brouhaha of the
Bicentennial and its songs from Loudon
Wainwright and the Tubes, the Bicentennial minute, bicycles and bison, and bibles
and anything else that is bi--, maybe you.
for instance, the best of this year has
occured in the last three weeks and cannot
be fairly represented in this montage.
There are three albums that rotate on my
turntable as we approach the holidays, Joni
Mitchell's Hejira, Jackson Browne's The
Pretender and Electric Light Orchestra's
New World Record, perhaps a needed
transitional sign of the times.

Agents of Fortune/Blue Oyster Cult
Fly Like An Eagle/The Steve Miller Band
Frampton Comes Alive/Peter Frampton
Go For Broke/Ian Matthews
Joan Arutrading/Joan Armatrading
Resolution/ Andy Pratt
The Royal Scam/Steely Dan
Silk Degrees/Boz Scaggs
Sincerely/The Dwight Twilley Band
Wired/ Jeff Beck

Artists of the Year
Peter Frampton
Donna Summer

Rc
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Rock'n Roll But • We Liked It
BY MARK LAuRENCE

BY JIM SULLN'AN

Mark Laurence graduated in 1974 from
Colby College. He worked at WRDO.
Augusta and WLOB. Portland as a disc
jockey. Hired at WGUY in February 1975
to do middays. also production and music
director. Promoted to program director in
April. 1976.
"My God, it's all rock and roll!" That
was one Christmas shopper's reaction as
she browsed through a local record shop
recently. And she was very nearly right.
because it was the rock fan who paid the
rent for that and many other record stores
in 1976. It was the year of the rock star,
complete with old favorites, new favorites,
and those who somehow fit in both
categories.
Two of the biggest stars were both old
and new. Peter Frampton broke all records
for consecutive weeks at number one with
Frampton Comes Alive. Many will remember the long but unsuccessful career of
Frampton's Camel, but to most of this
year's fans, Frampton was a brand new
face. His live album captured the spontaneous excitement of a concert while
providing three hit songs that stood up to
repeated play. Fleetwood Mac had an
almost identical story, coming up from the
"underground" with three hits and an
album that placed in the top 10 for nearly
the entire year. A third old-time who finally
found success was Boz Scaggs, whose
album Silk Degrees appealed to both pop
and R&B audiences.
Queen's success with A Night at the
Opera showed that the 1976 rock fan was
looking for new directions. They surprised
the radio listeners with "Bohemian
Rhapsody" at the beginning of the year,
then hung on with album sales for most of
'76, to finish with the number 10 album.
Steve Miller returned to rock'n'roll after a
three year absence with Fly Like an Eagle,
another year-long story of consistent
popularity.
Three of the top ten entries come as no
surprise. The Captain and Tennille rode
the strength of their hit TV series to the top
of the charts with a new album, Song of
Joy, even as the '75 release, "Love Will
Keep Us Together" clung stubbornly to
the album charts for the entire year.
Chicago scored with a new album X and
continued selling their Greatest Hits
package all year long.(Any guesses on the
title of their next album?) But the greatest
Greatest Hits of them all belonged to the
Eagles. whose LP topped the chart in April
and continues even now in the top 20.
The one group that could truly be called
an overnight success was Heart, the
Canadian group whose album Dream boat
Annie sold well at first through album-oriented radio exposure, then soared to the
top with the hit single "Magic Man " The
group overcame heavy odds with their
success on an unknown label, Mushroom.
producing a top 10 single after the first,
"Crazy on You", stiffed nationally at about
number 70.
We can't let the year go by without
giving credit to the heavy metal fans, who
sent many albums into the top ten, but
couldn't keep them there for the year-end
list. Albums by Aerosmith and Led
Zeppelin followed this up-and-down pattern too quickly to make the year's top 10.
But with three top-selling albums and the
year-long success of the double LP Alive,
Kiss places at number 9 for the year.
Many notable albums came close to the
top, among them Wings' At the Speed of
Sound, Gary Wright's The Dream Weaver,
Trying to Get the Feeling by Barry
Manilow, and Breezing by George Benson.
Rod Stewart's A Night on the Town might
have made the list, if "Tonight's the
Night" had been recognized faster as a
number one record. Several other albums
are selling well now, but came too late in
the year to place at the very top. Among
those: Boston and the new LP's by Elton
John and Stevie Wonder. Elton's Greatest
Hits came close, but the two year old
album slumped in the fall before Christmas
buying put it back on the chart.
A recently published "Billboard" survey
listed the top selling albums of all time:

Jim Sullivan is the Music Director at
WMEB-F.M. and a free lance writer.

BY JESS SALLY CREAM CHEESE

Jess Brandon is the Music Director at
WTOS-F.M.. Skowhegan. Me.
From the Billboard Class of '76 (as voted by their sorority) comes this year's senior
superlatives.
Most Popular Girl: The original Christine Perfect
Most Popular Boy: Rick Springfield
Besr Liked Transfer Sudent: American Flyer, J. Walsh Eaglette. Firefall
Most Likely to Succeed: Sanford Thompson Band; Runner-up: Jes Roden
Funniest Kid In Class: Richard Pryor (The Bicentennial Nigger)
Prom King and Queen: Joni Mitchell and Stevie Wonder
Class Historians: Tom Waits (Nighthawks in the Diner), Leonard Feather
(Encyclopedia of Jazz of the Seventies)
Most Helpful: Steve Cropper. Muscle Shoals. and Tower of Power
Best Dressed: The Tubes
Best Accumalative Average: The boys from Yes
Rudist: AC/ DC
Cutest: Dwight Twilley
Brian Jones Award: Tommy Bolin
Bicentennial Prom Committee: Sea Level
People's Prom Committee: David Bromberg (How Late'!! Ya Play Ti! )
Honored Alumni: Felix Pappalardi and Creation. Bob Weir and Kingfish. Ashford
and Simpson
Inducted into the National Honor Society: Strawbs, Paris, Genesis, Joan
Armatrading, Loudon Wainwright. J.D. Souther, Climax B. Band, Dalton and Dubarri
Nicest New Kids: Warren Zevon, Stephen Bishop
In Memoriam: T. Firesign Theatre
Class Dunces: The Runaways, Greg Allman
Class Mottos: "Been down so long it looks up to me''--Jackson Browne; "Been up
so long it looks like s--m--ack to me"--Patti Smith
Class President: Chevy Chase

lots of show tunes and no rock 'n' roll. But
the experience of 1976 shows that rock
dominated the charts for the year, and will
continue to fill the record stores in '77.

1. Frampton Comes Alive/Peter Frampton

9. Alive/Kiss
10. A Night at the Opera Queen
(compiled through local sales and requests,
and the national album charts of Record
World)

2. Fleetwood Mac/Fleetwood Mac
3. Their Greatest Hits/Eagles
4. Song of Joy/Captain & Tenrille
5. Fly Like an Eagle/Steve Miller Band
6. Chicago X/Chicago
7. Dreamboat Annie /Heart
8. Silk Degrees/13oz Scaggs

Hype of the Year
Patti Smith
Drug of the Year
Amyl Nitrate
Break-ups
Rosy Music. The Allman Brothers,
Mott the Hoople
Make-ups
The Ailman Brothers

Let's lay the cards on the table. 1976 was
not a banner year for new albums. Which
is not to say there weren't a lot of them
released or a lot of them sold (In 1975 did
you know who Peter Frampton was?)
The year also brought us a plethora of
double live albums and Greatest Hits
albums, and the debut of perhaps the least
talented bunch of ping-pong balls yet to
record (NYC's own Ramones) and Good
Buddy C.W. McCall crashed the charts
with that pulsating mover, "Convoy".
So it goes. Bowie wrote the words for
Mott the Hoopel in 1972, "My brother's
back at home with this Beatles and his
Stones. He never got it off on that
revolution stuff." Well, that's me in '76. I
find myself turning to mid-period Stones,
Beatles, Kinks, Neil Young, Doors, Who,
Mott. . . Not that the product in 1976 is
revolutionary or anything. Far be it. Most
of it is merely bland or perfunctionary.
Pablum. Crapola. Filler. Ian Hunter said it
better than I can in "Apathy 83""There ain't no rock 'n roll no more , Just
the music of the rich."
Nevertheless, we will pursue. Rock may
not be the saviour we all had hopes it would
be but there is some entertaining music on
the vinyl and the time has come to make
the final appraisal. The choices are
obscenely biased.
I. Warren Zevon
Warren Zevon
2. Agents of Fortune Blue Oyster Cult
3. Boston/Boston
4. Year of the Cat /Al Stewart
5. Firefall/Firefall
6. A New World record / Electric Light
Orchestra
'Coney Island Baby /Lou Reed
M. Strung Out/Sweet (import)
9. Live at Carneige Hall / Renaissance
10. Old Love Dies Hard / Trimuvirat
Honorable Mentions: The Pretender/
Jackson Browne, long Hard Ride
Marshall Tucker Band, One More For the
RoadiLynyrd Skynyrd, Hotel California/
Eagles, Rebel / John Miles, Vtvai Koxy
Music.
Rock

'n Roil Queen Award
Elton John

Rock 'n Roll Comics
Flo & Eddie
Best Comedy Record
Monty Python Live at City Center
Best Hope for 1977
Jim Morrison is resurrected
Best Album Cover
Linda Ronstadt's Hasten Down the Wind
Best Fake Orgasm (on a single record)
Donna Summer ("Love To Love You")
Worst Fake Orgasm
Britt Eklund ("Tonight's the Night")

USED X-COUNTRY
SKI EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Saturday, Dec. 18
9:00-4:00
Bennoch Rd. in
the Red Barn next
to Skitikuk school.
100 pair skis,
boots, poles.
Mostly used, some
new. All sizes.
866-2518
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A Chuck Barris Enterprise

Bang a gong, get it on
BY GARY ROBB

We respect the minorities
. We firmly
believe in equal opportunit
y for the
weird."
_
What may sound like a corporate
statement from the heads of a toy factory
that manufactures Creepy Crawlers is
actually an introduction of the next act (of
mercy) on television's latest entry into the
daytime brigade of game shows. Only this
time contestant row vies for a check for
$516.32 and a trophy in the shape of a
gong.
At the beginning of the summer I was
rolling across the channels on my
"tee-wee" and stumbled upon a totally
ridiculous display of non-talented boobs
who became everything from a female
T
impersonator to a penguin. Three stars (?)
rated these delightful delectables on a
scale of one to ten. not too afar of the rating
a-date-game.
"Eureka! By God," I
thought. "I've got it!" The Dating Game,
GONG'S AWAY
The Newlywed Game. Chuck Barris.
"O-o-h-h!" You mean that little guy with
The Gong Show is a shelter for a no
merely sequined threads, prompted
that weird little grin who comes through
talent-talent potpourri of acts, similar to
Barris' come-on, "That was a very
the curtain each day pointing and grinning
the ancient Amateur Hour, but much
interesting act, Darnell. It had a lot
was behind the likes of those popular
of
looser in format. Chuck Barris is far from
body to it." Hardy-ha-ha, Chucky.
shows?
A
the slick Peter Marshall of the Squares or
respectable showing. no?
"Welcome to the ol' Gong Show," he
cutesy Bert Convy, but he is spontaneous,
Recently, however, the spontaneity, the
spouts. "We've really got an unusual
often bumbling his lines, but forever
Barris lilt, and the buffoonery have been
show for you today.
In fact, when our nice-guy Chuck. If an
replaced with an awkward air of slickness.
act gets gongzd or
next performer does his act, he becomes a
gets a low scoring he'll chime in with "A
The Gong Show has become a talent,
or
rumor in his time.
Huh. huh." The three! That's a respectable show
no-talent ward attempting sophistication.
ing."
audience laughs obligingly as a scruffy
Recently Darnell Steele appeared as a
Barns now repeats time after time durin
faced overweight man in his mid-40's selfg
proclaimed comedienne.
each
show that "performers who appear on
"Lau
gh
straddles onto the stage. He thinks he's a ever
ybody." she bellowed.
the show know beforehand that they
Nobody
izirdle. No lie! That's his act.
may
laughed She was gonged. Her costume.
be gonged." Ho. hum, Chuck. We know

College Students
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that. What baffles me is as the final credits
role at the end of each show there is a
statement that doesn't justify the means.
Contestants who are gonged will receive
a
bonafide reason from the judges, who
in
many cases are relative unknowns or oafs
themselves. Buddy Hackett for example,
gave Hildegarde, who appeared on
a
recent show and sang "Make the World Go
Away" (obviously in her best, but flat,
voice), unprecedented goose-eggs. "Our
judges rate our contestants on a scale
of
one to ten," echoes through my head.
After the commercial, Barris embarras
singly explains the situation. "Out of
the
kindness of our judges hearts, they saw fit
to give Hildegarde a worthy one point
apiece." How merciless can these elitis
t
'stars' (Shari Lewis. Bill Bixby and
Hackett) be?
Yup. Gong are the days of Chuck's
crooked little grin, his ever-pointin
g
fingers. the half-cocked head and
that
nonchalance that made the bizarrenes
s of
this amateur half-hour a relaxing median
between the post-lunch blahs and the one
o'clock class blues. Gong are the days
of
Barris' tuxedo with a half-tied or untie
d
bow-tie. "I tied it myself," he admits.
We
believe him. And where is his niece? Also,
gong?
"I give it a nine, but subtract one for the
slickness, one apiece for the 'hard-nose'
panel, one for a change in hostess, and
another two (that gives it a grand total
of
three) for overall destruction of this gem
that has been tucked into a niche following
the Grand Slam and prece
ding Midday
News. The Gong Show has
gonged itself.

GLEN ELLEN
LE.R.NI, yPur
mou
N
Tntain
for only 55.50
One of the highest ski
mountains in the East.
SUMMIT:4063ft.
VERTICAL DROP. 2600 ft.•
TRAILS: 16
Expert
Intermediate
Novice
LIFTS. 4 double chairs
1-bar

.14846.044

.
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JIM DANDY and Ruby Starr
was being performed. I must
BY GARY RORB
admit that I
'Twits thc night of the conce
went to experience three of
rt
the most
and all through the house
unlikely bands together on the
same stage.
the .fans were cheering
And like many there, was a newc
omer to
at Ruby Starr's blouse.
Montrose. The concert peaked
halfway
through the Montrose set. The betw
een act
Then to our surprise
shifting of equipment allowed for
many to
he came into view
party themselves into a hapless
oblivion
'twos of Jim Dandy
until the arrival of Mr. Dand
y and
to the rescue.
company.
"Up,""Hot and Nasty," "Jim
And indeed he did with Ruby
Dandy,"
Starr,
and "Balls of Fire" jolted the
ambivalence
Black Oak Arkansas, on a Saturday
night in
and we were on our feet once again
December when the burnt out remn
. Jim
ants of
Dandy opened the BOA set by
smashing
a triple bill concert at the
Bangor
his washboard across the stage.
but later
Auditorium needed them most.
appeared with one of silver. Ruby Starr
It was a long night with the Jame
s Gang
did a wondrous version of Paul
McCartsans Joe Walsh. now Eaglette, start
ing the
ney's "Maybe I'm Amazed" that left
night in a brief set of five song
us a
s that
bit stunned.
included their new single "I Need
Love"
We were up for raunch and roll and
BOA
and "Walkaway." Montrose follo
wed, a
pushed it to the hilt. What was
so
relatively unknown band in these parts
, but
refreshing was that this group was havi
ng
captured the audience, sending
them to
as much fun as we were and it was obvio
us.
their feet demanding an encore.
They enjoy performing with each other
and
But I got the feeling that a major
ity of
partied to the limit. Indeed they rescued
us
this appreciative audience really
didn't
all before the crash into the cold of the
know whom they were applauding
or what
night.
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SPECIAL LOW-PRICED
COLLEGE PROGRAM
*ECONOMY WEEKS
With your college ID.. Economy Week
daily tickets are only
$5.50. Sundays. $8.50 Saturdays are
cial price is available from November excluded. This spe28 to December 17,
January 2 to 28. and March 27 to April
29.
LODGING
Car the GLEN ELLEN LODGING BURE
AU, toll-free at 800451-5020 for accomodations starting at
$4.50.

FOR SNOW CONDITIONS, 24-HOURS, 802496-3301
Glen Ellen Resorts. Ltd.. Waitsfield, Vt 0567
3

I want to discover my mountain_
and ski more for less.
Send me a skiers calendar and brochures
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Name
College
Address
City

State
Un versify of Maine- 240

Zip

